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We use particle-based simulations to examine the static and driven collective phases of skyrmions
interacting with random quenched disorder. We show that non-dissipative effects due to the Magnus
term reduce the depinning threshold and strongly affect the skyrmion motion and the nature of the
dynamic phases. The quenched disorder causes the Hall angle to become drive-dependent in the
moving skyrmion phase, while different flow regimes produce distinct signatures in the transport
curves. For weak disorder, the skyrmions form a pinned crystal and depin elastically, while for
strong disorder the system forms a pinned amorphous state that depins plastically. At high drives
the skyrmions can dynamically reorder into a moving crystal, with the onset of reordering determined
by the strength of the Magnus term.
PACS numbers: 75.70.Kw,75.70.Ak,75.85.+t,75.25.-j
There are a wide variety of systems that can be effec-
tively modeled as collectively interacting particles mov-
ing over quenched disorder, where there is a transi-
tion from a pinned state to a sliding state under an
applied drive. Examples include driven incommensu-
rate charge density waves1,2, Wigner crystals3,4, colloids
driven over various types of substrates5–7, and vortices
in type-II superconductors8–12. In many of these sys-
tems the particle-particle interactions are repulsive, so
that in the absence of disorder a hexagonal crystal of
particles forms. When quenched disorder is present, the
particles may retain hexagonal or mostly hexagonal or-
der if the disorder is weak, while stronger disorder can
lead to a proliferation of topological defects creating an
amorphous or glassy state8,9,13. If an additional external
driving force FD is now applied to particles in a pinned
state, there is a critical drive value Fc known as the depin-
ning threshold above which the particles begin to move.
For weak disorder the particles generally depin elastically
and retain their original neighbors1,2,5,7,9, but for strong
disorder the depinning is often plastic with particles con-
tinuously changing neighbors over time, forming a fluctu-
ating liquid-like state4–6,9–12. Additionally, if the depin-
ning occurs from a disordered pinned state, there can be
dynamic structural transitions at drives well above Fc,
where the particles can dynamically order into a mov-
ing anisotropic crystal or moving smectic phase9–11,14–20.
Such transitions occur because the effectiveness of the
pinning is reduced in the drive direction when the par-
ticles are strongly driven10. Transitions from pinned to
plastic and from plastic to dynamically ordered states
have been observed experimentally through features in
transport measures1,6,9,11, neutron scattering14, changes
in noise fluctuations11, and direct imaging experiments18.
Recently a new type of system, skyrmions in chi-
ral magnets, has been realized that can be effec-
tively characterized as particle-like objects interacting
with random disorder21–23. Neutron scattering experi-
ments showed evidence for triangular skyrmion lattices
in bulk MnSi samples22, and subsequent Lorentz mi-
croscopy experiments22–24 produced direct observations
of skyrmion lattices. Imaging measurements indicate
that as an externally applied magnetic field is increased, a
low-density, partially-disordered skyrmion phase appears
out of a helical phase, and is subsequently transformed
into a denser ordered triangular lattice of skyrmions; at
high fields, the skyrmion number decreases and the sys-
tem eventually enters a uniform ferromagnetic state22,23.
In addition to their particle-like nature, another similar-
ity that skyrmions have to vortices in type-II supercon-
ductors is that they can be externally driven by the appli-
cation of a current25. Experimental transport measure-
ments have shown26 that it is possible to obtain skyrmion
velocity vs applied driving force curves and that there
is a finite depinning threshold. The current-driven mo-
tion of skyrmions has also been directly experimentally
imaged27,28.
One aspect of skyrmions that makes them very dis-
tinct from other collectively driven systems in random
disorder is the pronounced non-dissipative component in
the skyrmion equation of motion arising from the Mag-
nus term23,29–31. This term causes skyrmions to move
in a direction perpendicular to the applied driving force,
and it has been argued to be the cause of the relatively
low depinning threshold observed for skyrmions23,29–31.
The strength of the Magnus term is denoted by β while
that of the damping is denoted by α. In superconduct-
ing vortex systems, β/α ≪ 1.0 so the non-dissipative
terms are very weak8; in contrast, skyrmion systems typ-
ically have β/α values ranging from 10 to 40 so that the
Magnus term dominates the skyrmion dynamics. This
makes skyrmions a unique system in which to explore
non-dissipative collective dynamics. Beyond basic sci-
ence issues, skyrmions may be useful for a range of
applications32 which will require an understanding of
skyrmion dynamics in the presence of random disorder.
2FIG. 1: Real-space image of skyrmions (dark red dots) driven
through randomly arranged pinning sites (light blue dots).
Here Fp = 0.03 and FD = 0.0125; the system is in a moving
plastic flow phase. The trajectory of a single moving skyrmion
is highlighted, showing spiraling type motions inside the pin-
ning sites.
Here we utilize a recently developed particle-based
model for skyrmion dynamics to study collective
skyrmion behaviors in the presence of random quenched
disorder for varied disorder strengths and varied β/α val-
ues. We show that the Magnus term reduces the depin-
ning threshold and induces orbits with a circular charac-
ter for skyrmions moving in and across pinning sites. We
also show that collective skyrmion-skyrmion interactions
play an important role in the Magnus-induced reduction
of the depinning threshold. We find that the Magnus
term introduces a Hall angle for the skyrmion motion
relative to the direction of the external drive, and that
the addition of quenched disorder strongly reduces this
Hall angle, particularly just above depinning. At higher
drives, the velocity-force curves both parallel and perpen-
dicular to the drive show distinctive features associated
with a transition into a dynamically ordered state. We
also find disorder-induced transitions from a skyrmion
glass to a skyrmion crystal phase, observable as a func-
tion of disorder strength or skyrmion density.
Simulation and System— We simulate skyrmions in-
teracting with random disorder using a recently devel-
oped particle model31, where the dynamics of a single
skyrmion i is governed by the following equation:
α
dRi
dt
= FMi + F
ss
i + F
sp
i + F
D
i . (1)
Here dRi
dt
= vi is the skyrmion velocity. The damping
term α arises from the damping of the spin precession
and damping of electrons localized in the skyrmions. The
Magnus term FMi = βvi×zˆ produces a force oriented per-
pendicular to the skyrmion velocity. We impose the con-
straint α2+β2 = 1 in order to maintain a constant mag-
nitude of the skyrmion velocity for varied ratios of β/α.
For systems such as MnSi, β/α ≈ 10;31 in this work, un-
less otherwise noted, we take β/α = 9.962, corresponding
to Magnus-dominated particle dynamics. The skyrmion-
skyrmion interaction force is Fssi =
∑Ns
j=1 rˆijK1(Rij)
where Rij = |ri − rj |, rˆij = (ri − rj)/Rij , and K1 is
the modified Bessel function which falls off exponentially
for largeRij . The pinning force F
sp
i arises from randomly
placed, non-overlapping harmonic traps of size Rp = 0.3
with a maximum pinning force of Fp. The driving term
F
D represents a Lorentz force from an externally applied
current bias interacting with the emergent magnetic flux
carried by the skyrmions26.
Our system is of size L× L with L = 36, has periodic
boundary conditions in the x and y directions, and con-
tains Ns skyrmions and Np pinning sites. The pin den-
sity ρp = Np/L
2 is fixed at 0.3, and the skyrmion density
ρs = Ns/L
2 equals 0.1 unless otherwise noted. We apply
a slowly increasing driving force FD and measure the av-
erage skyrmion velocity in the direction parallel (perpen-
dicular) to the applied drive, 〈Vdrive〉 (〈V⊥〉). The Hall
angle is calculated from these velocities as θ = tan−1R,
where R = 〈V⊥〉/〈Vdrive〉. For a single skyrmion driven
in the absence of disorder, R = β/α, so that θ = 84.25◦
for our simulations in the clean limit; in contrast, a vor-
tex with β ≈ 0.0 has θ = 0 and moves along the drive
direction.
Results and Discussion— In Fig. 1 we show a snapshot
of skyrmions moving through random disorder in a small
portion of a system with Fp = 0.03, and FD = 0.01.
Since this drive is well above the depinning threshold
Fc = 0.02, all the skyrmions are in motion; however,
we highlight the trajectory of a single skyrmion, which
shows that the skyrmion undergoes a swirling or circular
motion within each pinning site it encounters before es-
caping from the pin. The circular motion arises due to
the Magnus term: the force from each pinning site points
toward its center, but under Magnus-dominated dynam-
ics this force is largely perpendicular to the skyrmion
velocity, causing the skyrmions to circle around the in-
ner edges of the pinning sites. In the overdamped limit
with β/α≪ 1, a skyrmion entering a pinning site would
quickly travel to the bottom of the potential well and be
strongly pinned. We find that the escape of a skyrmion
from a pinning site is strongly affected by motion excited
via interactions with the surrounding skyrmions.
We first examine how the Hall angle is affected by the
presence of random disorder. To characterize this, in
Fig. 2(a) we plot 〈Vdrive〉 and 〈V⊥〉 versus FD for a sys-
tem with Fp = 0.03. For FD < 0.00625, the skyrmions
are pinned in a disordered arrangement. Just above de-
pinning, 〈Vdrive〉 ≈ 〈V⊥〉, so that R ≈ 1.0 is much less
than the clean-limit value. In general we find that adding
quenched disorder decreases 〈V⊥〉 and increases 〈Vdrive〉
compared to the clean limit, indicating that the average
skyrmion flow is rotated back toward the drive direction.
This is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2(a), which shows
that the Hall angle is well below the clean-limit value at
low drives and approaches it at higher drives. The origin
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FIG. 2: (a) Average skyrmion velocity in the drive direction,
〈Vdrive〉 (open squares), and perpendicular to the drive, 〈V⊥〉
(filled circles), vs FD for system with Fp = 0.03. Inset: The
Hall angle θ vs FD; the dotted line is the result for the clean
system. (b) 〈Vdrive〉 (open squares) and the fraction of six-
fold coordinated particles P6 (filled triangles) vs FD for the
same system as in (a); the dashed line shows 〈Vdrive〉 for the
clean system. There is a dynamical ordering transition into a
moving crystal state at FD ≈ 0.03.
of this behavior is a ratcheting effect experienced by the
skyrmions as they encounter pinning sites. When a drive
is applied, the equilibrium pinned position of a skyrmion
is displaced from the pin’s center in the direction of the
drive, and a skyrmion driven over a pin will be pulled to-
ward this equilibrium point. Consequently, on average,
the outgoing trajectory of a skyrmion emerging from a
pin is offset in the drive direction relative to its incom-
ing trajectory. When FD . Fp, a skyrmion can spend
a lot of time interacting with a pinning site, enhancing
the size of this offset, while for higher drives the offset is
diminished.
At the drive value shown in Fig. 1, the skyrmions form
a disordered state; however, at higher drives they can
dynamically order into a moving crystal. In Fig. 2(b) we
plot the fraction of six-fold coordinated particles P6 as a
function of FD along with 〈Vdrive〉 for the same system
as in Fig. 2(a). P6 is smallest right at depinning where
the particles are most disordered, but rapidly approaches
1 around FD ≈ 0.025 indicating dynamical reordering
of the system. Simultaneously, 〈Vdrive〉 acquires a linear
dependence on FD, with values approximating the clean-
limit value.
In Fig. 3 we plot a dynamical phase diagram highlight-
ing the static and dynamic phases for skyrmions as FD
and Fp are varied. For Fp < 0.015 the skyrmions form a
pinned triangular crystal (PC) which depins elastically to
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FIG. 3: Dynamical phase diagram for FD vs Fp highlight-
ing the different skyrmion phases. PC: pinned crystal; PG:
pinned amorphous glass; ML: moving liquid; MC: moving
crystal. Circles: elastic depinning from PC to MC; squares:
plastic depinning from PG to ML; triangles: dynamical order-
ing transition from ML to MC. Upper inset: structure factor
S(k) of the skyrmion positions in the MC state. Lower inset:
S(k) in the ML state.
a moving crystal state (MC) as the drive increases. For
Fp > 0.015 at low drives, we instead find an amorphous
pinned skyrmion glass (PG) which depins plastically with
increasing drive into a fluctuating moving skyrmion liq-
uid (ML). The lower inset of Fig. 3 shows that the struc-
ture factor S(k) of the ML phase has a liquid-like ring. As
FD increases further, the moving liquid transitions into
a moving skyrmion crystal state with sixfold ordering, as
shown in the plot of S(k) in the upper inset of Fig. 3.
This phase diagram has similarities to that found for a
driven vortex system19; however, the skyrmions reorder
into a moving crystal rather than a moving smectic state.
The vortex moving smectic state forms when the pinning
remains effective in the direction transverse to the vortex
motion while being weakened in the direction of motion,
subjecting the vortices to an effective anisotropic tem-
perature. In the skyrmion case, additional fluctuations
induced by the Magnus force reduce the transverse pin-
ning in the moving state, giving a more isotropic effec-
tive temperature and allowing the skyrmions to form a
more isotropic moving structure. We expect that neu-
tron scattering experiments could be used to observe the
transition from a skyrmion glass to a moving skyrmion
crystal state as a function of external drive.
To better understand how the pinning affects skyrmion
motion, in Fig. 4(a) we plot 〈Vdrive〉 and 〈V⊥〉 for fixed
FD = 0.0075 and varied pinning strength. As Fp in-
creases and the skyrmions transition from MC to ML
to PG (as shown in Fig. 3), 〈Vdrive〉 increases and 〈V⊥〉
decreases from the clean-limit values so that 〈Vdrive〉 ac-
tually slightly exceeds 〈V⊥〉 at Fp = 0.035, just before
the skyrmions become pinned. The Hall angle accord-
ingly decreases as Fp is increased. In Fig. 4(b) we plot
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FIG. 4: (a) 〈Vdrive〉, 〈V⊥〉, and θ as a function of disorder
strength Fp, at fixed drive FD = 0.0075. (b) The critical
depinning force Fc vs β/α for Fp = 0.15, 0.12, 0.09, 0.06,
and 0.03, from top to bottom. (c) Phase diagram for FD vs
ρs at Fp = 0.03, highlighting the transition from PG to ML
(circles), ML to MC (squares), and PC to MC (triangles).
Inset: The depinning threshold (PG-ML transition line) for
Magnus-dominated (circles) and damping-dominated (trian-
gles) particle dynamics. (d) Phase diagram of FD vs β/α for
Fp = 0.03, showing transitions from PG to ML (circles) and
ML to MC (squares). Blue line along upper left axis indicates
moving smectic state for overdamped particles.
the critical depinning force Fc vs β/α for varied Fp. As
the dynamics become increasingly Magnus-dominated for
higher β/α, Fc monotonically decreases, confirming that
inclusion of Magnus forces lowers the depinning thresh-
old. This effect is more prominent for higher values of
Fp.
In Fig. 4(c) we plot the phase diagram for FD versus
skyrmion density ρs at fixed Fp = 0.03. At low skyrmion
densities, a disordered pinned state forms that depins
plastically into a moving liquid and then orders into a
moving crystal at higher drives; at higher ρs, we find a
pinned crystal state that depins elastically directly into
a moving crystal state. Notably, the depinning threshold
is very close to Fp at the lowest simulated density (near
the single skyrmion limit), but falls off rapidly as ρs in-
creases. This indicates that collective skyrmion-skyrmion
interactions play a crucial role in producing a low depin-
ning threshold. This is further emphasized in the inset of
Fig. 4(c) where we show how the plastic depinning line is
altered when we go from Magnus-dominated to damping-
dominated particle dynamics. At low ρs, Fc is nearly the
same for the two systems; however, once the skyrmion-
skyrmion interactions become important for higher ρs,
the falloff in the depinning threshold with increasing ρs
is much more rapid in the Magnus-dominated system.
In Fig. 4(d) we show how the dynamical phase diagram
changes as the dynamics become increasingly Magnus-
dominated by plotting the phases as a function of FD
and β/α. When β/α = 0, the behavior is the same as
that of a vortex system and the system reorders into a
moving smectic rather than a moving crystal. As β/α in-
creases, the depinning threshold drops while the drive at
which dynamical reordering occurs increases due to the
enhanced swirling motion of the skyrmions in the liquid
state, which produces an effective temperature that is
more isotropic but also larger in magnitude compared to
the overdamped case.
Summary— We have investigated the depinning dy-
namics of skyrmions interacting with random disorder,
utilizing a recently developed particle-based skyrmion
model. We find that the Magnus-dominated dynamics
typical of skyrmions decreases the depinning threshold
due to the swirling orbits followed by skyrmions inter-
acting with pinning sites. Skyrmion-skyrmion scattering
tends to excite such orbits and thus also plays an im-
portant role in reducing the depinning threshold. For
increasing disorder strength we find transitions from a
pinned skyrmion crystal to an amorphous skyrmion glass.
We also show that the Hall angle deviates from its clean-
limit value for strong pinning or weak driving. At high
drives, in contrast to superconducting vortices which dy-
namically reorder into a smectic state, the skyrmions
undergo a dynamical phase transition from a fluctuat-
ing driven liquid to a moving crystal. This occurs be-
cause the Magnus term tends to make the fluctuations,
and the resulting effective temperature, experienced by
the skyrmions more isotropic with respect to the di-
rection of the external drive compared to a damping-
dominated system. Features in the transport response
such as velocity-force curves or structure factor measure-
ments can be used to identify signatures of the different
dynamical phases.
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